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It is important for you to install antivirus software at your computer or notebook. Antivirus
software will give protection from various harmful things such as viruses, spywares, adwares,
worms, Trojans, rootkit infections, and much more. The old version of antivirus only detected
the viruses while the old version of spyware removers just detected spyware. Now, the limit
between antivirus and spyware removers is unclear. The antivirus software available today
provides better detection rates for various malwares.

Those malwares are including viruses, worms, adware, keyloggers, and many dangerous
threats for your computer. Since the number of malware keeps increasing, it is impossible for
antivirus software to keep up. However, using more than one antivirus can cause the conflicts
and reduce the protection. Because of this reason, it is more recommended for you to choose
the best antivirus for real time protection. You will be able to increase the protection using
security software. Here are some free antivirus software programs which can be your
consideration.

The first program is Avira AntiVir Personal Edition. Due to its high quality, many people choose
to use this program. Avira faced some controversies related to re-branded Ask toolbar in their
installer and temporary spate of advertisement to promote a possible scareware company.
Despite of its negative issues, Antivir is still top notch antivirus. It offers outstanding detection
rates of malware. The ability is higher than other antivirus programs. Because of the ability,
Antivir is still a good choice for free antivirus software programs especially for high risk users.

When you are using Avira, you will not be able to scan any website or e-mail. You can only get
this feature from commercial versions. For the people who are using the free version, you will
not get any warn of an infected emails before you open it. However, when you open the
infected email, Avira will take the action.

Another option you can get is AVG Anti virus. In the past days, this antivirus provides some
shaky results in detection. Current AVG antivirus provides higher level protection due to Identity
Protection. It provides very important layer of protection. The weakness of AVG free antivirus
software is its big size and slow scan speeds. It also has advertisements but you can disable
them.

Avast free antivirus software can also be good option. This program improves the detection
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rates over these past years. It offers real-time capabilities such as web, e-mail, IM, behavioral
blocker, and much more. The latest version even offers more features such as internet site
ratings plugin, script malware, and much more.

You may also consider using Microsoft Security Essentials. It provides outstanding detection
rates. This program is suitable option for average users due to the minimal user interaction
required. The update process is done automatically. When your computer is attacked by
viruses, the program will remove the threat automatically. If those programs are not suitable for
you, you are recommended to try other free software antivirus such as Panda Cloud Antivirus.
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